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Kill 'Em in the Brain 
(Title changed as original was too long, this is dialogue from the play and more fitting of the 

genre)

Scene 1

Lights up on a simple, modern looking apartment with a balcony down stage right. Stage left there  
are two doors, one is the entrance to the bathroom and the other is the entrance to the kitchen.  

Centre upstage is the entrance/exit to the other rooms and the apartment.
(Stage set-up changed for practicality. Less costly than original, much easier to stage when 

working with the actors)

A sleeping bag and two large pillows are strewn across the sofa, and on the floor is another  
bedding area consisting of a neatly folded towel. On the floor next to the bedding area is a plastic  

bag with Gwyn's few possessions neatly placed inside it.
There is a small table next to the sofa.

(The plastic bag is something that we added to Gwyn's character in an aid to emphasise his 
pedantic personality and his slight OCD)

TASHA and GWYN are sat together sharing a sandwich on the balcony, staring out over the  
edge.  A radio is positioned on the balcony, with the antenna raised.  A collapsible chair is folded  
and leaning against the balcony rail.  The sound of static is heard.  At a lower volume, the sounds  

of zombies moaning and shuffling below the balcony can be heard.

GWYN: (Pointing) Is that a new one?

TASHA: Oh... gross.  The one dragging herself along the floor?

GWYN: Yeah, I'm sure we haven't seen her before but she looks familiar?

TASHA: Oh my God.  Oh no.  That's Mrs. Collier.  Why is she... ?

TASHA and GWYN simultaneously gasp in horror, then continue to eat their sandwiches.
(Just made the scene funnier/a little grotesque to watch)

TASHA: What happened to her face?

GWYN: That's the worst thing I've ever seen.

TASHA: Poor Mrs. Collier.
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GWYN: Were you close to her?

TASHA: Not really, she used to teach me and Kristy in primary school. (Needed a detail to 
allude to just how close the girls are so that the ending makes more sense)  Came round with 
the Avon catalogue a few times.  Bit of a pushy seller now I come to think of it.

GWYN: That's what I find with old people, confidence.  They just don't care about social graces.

TASHA: Well she definitely doesn't care about social graces now... what is that hanging out of her 
mouth?

GWYN: (Leaning over the balcony slightly) Oh.. oh god.  I don't think you want to know.

TASHA: It's a human finger isn't it.

GWYN: Yes. (Original line sounded weird when spoken)

TASHA: (Stifling laughter) Hey Gwyn.

GWYN: (Smiling, perplexed) What's so funny?

TASHA: She's literally biting the hand that feeds her.

GWYN doesn't look amused but tries to feign a laugh any way.

GWYN: Why is she dragging herself along the floor?

TASHA: I think she's got a foot off.

TASHA and GWYN lean out over the balcony and then recoil again.

GWYN: No, the foot isn't quite off.  Looks like someone took a fire axe to it or something.

TASHA: Maybe that same someone took that axe to her face as well.  I think the last time I saw her 
was about four days ago and she was perfectly in tact then.

GWYN: Yeah, I think she was chasing one of your other neighbours across the car park.  Come to 
think of it I'm pretty sure he was swinging an axe around.

TASHA: Right, yeah the guy in the blue hoody?

GWYN: That's the one.  I think he made it out you know, he was the fastest of the people foolish 
enough to make a run for it.

TASHA: I'm pretty sure he didn't make it.

GWYN: Why?
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TASHA: (Pointing) Because he's limping around over there.

As he's talking, GWYN wanders aimlessly around the apartment as if looking for something to  
do, then returns to the balcony.

(Scene was too static, dialogue began to come across tedious rather than humorous, this is 
simple but shows Gwyn's comfort with his surroundings while Gez isn't present and breaks 

up action)

GWYN: Oh no.  And another one bites the dust.  How many is that now?

TASHA: I've counted about a hundred and ten, give or take. I'm starting to wonder if we're the only 
survivors.

GWYN: We can't be, we still have running water and electricity.  There are still people in control 
out there, we just have to wait for them to find us.  We've only been stuck here for/

TASHA: /Nearly a month now and that was about the time the radio broadcasts stopped too.

Pause.

GWYN reaches out as if to reassuringly pat TASHA on the back, but after a moment drops his arm 
to his side without touching her.

TASHA: 'When there's no more room in hell the dead will walk the earth'.

GWYN: I beg your pardon?

TASHA: It's a line from my favourite film, well, what used to be my favourite film.  Not such a big 
fan of zombies any more.

GWYN: (Laughing) Don't call them that.

TASHA: Why?  That's what they are.

GWYN: They're not zombies, I very much doubt that the 'dead are walking the earth'.  Corpses can't 
just get up and walk around.

TASHA: What do you think's happening then?  They look pretty dead to me.

GWYN: I think they're infected with something, some sort of virus.  Do you remember that batch of 
blood samples that were sent into the lab a week or so before the main outbreak?

TASHA nods.

GWYN: Did you work on any of them?
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TASHA: Nah, those were a bit above my pay grade.  I was stuck with the Stagecoach staff drug 
tests again.  Someone tried passing shampoo off as urine.

GWYN: (Laughing and shaking his head) Shampoo?  Ha, apple juice is one thing, at least that 
looks like urine, but shampoo isn't even the right colour!

TASHA: Or consistency.  No need to test a guys pee for drugs when he's trying to get away with 
stuff like that, you'd have to be high to think that would work in the first place.

GWYN: I once had a stool sample that turned out to be chocolate pudding.  I thought that there was 
something really wrong with me for a second when I took the lid off and it smelled nice.  You know 
you've lost it a bit when you think excrement smells nice.

TASHA: That's a horrid image I just got of you... sniffing samples with a smile on your face.

GWYN: Well, obviously I don't do that with genuine samples, that would be sick.  But yes, some of 
the things people try to get away with sending in instead of their samples is downright ridiculous. 
At least when we get blood in we know a registered practitioner has taken and sent in the sample.

TASHA:  And that's why I'd love to only deal with blood, pee and poop were not what I imagined 
when I applied for that job.  Blood is where the real science is at.

GWYN: Oh yeah that's what I was about to tell you, those blood samples.  There were a couple 
dozen sent from the same doctors surgery in Bristol over the space of a couple of days.

GWYN dashes to his plastic bag and gets some paper and a pen out, then returns  
enthusiastically laying it out on the balcony.

TASHA: A couple dozen all at once from just one GP?

GWYN: Yeah.

TASHA: That's weird.

GWYN: That's not the weirdest bit.  In every sample I found... (looking around as if someone may 
be listening) abnormalities.

TASHA: What do you mean?

GWYN: I'm not sure.  (drawing a diagram on his paper, as though she needs the help to 
understand what he's saying) (Shows Gwyn's superior attitude) You know the way that virus's 
work by infesting a cell, and then reproducing by basically destroying the cell it invaded?

TASHA: Sure.

GWYN: Well there was something virus-like in all of the samples.  It was peculiar, there was 
something taking control of host cells like a virus does, but it was like nothing I've ever seen before.

TASHA: (With mock outrage) And you didn't share this, the most interesting thing you've ever 
discovered, with me over lunch?
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GWYN: I couldn't, when I went to the lab supervisor she told me to keep it confidential. 
Apparently the patients the samples came from were suffering some sort of condition and until we 
got to the bottom of it she didn't want it getting to the media.  I'm thinking now that this (he 
gestures over the balcony) is the condition.

TASHA: (Smiling) I still think they're zombies.

GWYN: Tasha...

TASHA: Maybe those religious nuts are right, maybe it's God punishing us for our wicked ways!

GWYN: Oh that's just ludicrous!  You don't believe in God, do you?

TASHA shrugs.

GWYN: Surely you don't, we're scientists for crying out loud!

TASHA: It's hard to know what to believe when there are zombies roaming around.  And it gets 
even creepier when the sun goes down.

GWYN: Why?

TASHA: Because they mostly come at night... mostly.

GWYN: Do they?  I haven't really noticed an increase in numbers at nightfall, maybe I just can't see 
them that well because it's dark and I left my glasses in the car.

TASHA: (Impatiently) No Gwyn, it's a line from Aliens.  I thought Sci-Fi would be up your street.

GWYN: Haven't seen it, it's not so much Sci-Fi as Sci-Fi horror.  What is it with you and scary 
films?

KRISTY enters from the kitchen and silently crosses the room to the balcony.  She is holding a bowl 
of popcorn.  Neither TASHA nor GWYN notice that she is there.

TASHA: You haven't seen it?  It's a classic!

GWYN: Every time you quote a line from these so-called classics, you act surprised when I don't 
know what you're talking about despite me repeatedly telling you that I don't like scary films.

TASHA: Aw, what's up Gwyn, afraid of a little horror film?

GWYN: No/

TASHA: /If we're scientists and don't believe in the supernatural, then what's there to be scared of?
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GWYN: (Scoffing) I am not scared.

TASHA extends her arms and shuffles towards him, drawing out her words in a low voice.

TASHA: Gwyn.

GWYN backs away from her.
GWYN: Come on, stop it.

TASHA: (Continuing towards him with outstretched arms) Gwyn, brains/

GWYN: Stop it now, I don't like it/

TASHA: /Brains/

GWYN: /Seriously!

KRISTY loudly mimics the moan of a zombie and lurches towards GWYN, grabbing his arm. 
GWYN screeches loudly, twirling to face KRISTY.  He flails his arms around as he stumbles  

backwards, knocking the bowl of popcorn into the air.  The zombie moans become louder. GWYN 
immediately rushes to pick the popcorn up.

(Having Gwyn rushing around trying to clean up added a comical element to the scene which 
was missing. Additionally, this is more practical as the balcony location has been changed so 

we would risk hitting the audience with the popcorn and they'd see the bowl land, ruining the 
illusion of it smashing)

KRISTY: Gwyn.

Pause.

KRISTY: You son of a bitch. (Outraged) That was the last of the popcorn!  What the hell did you do 
that for?

GWYN: What?  It wasn't my fault!  You... it...

KRISTY: You're such an ass hole!  I can't believe you did that, you idiot!

GWYN: Oh, that's rich coming from you.

KRISTY: Excuse me?

GWYN: You heard me, I said that's rich coming from you, the queen of idiots.
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KRISTY: You're the queen of idiots if anyone around here is!  (Pointing over the balcony) You don't 
even think those are zombies!

GWYN: Because they're obviously not dead, you idiot!

KRISTY: Don't call me names, you stupid twat!

GWYN: I'm a scientist and you're a drama student, if anyone is lacking in intelligence here it's you.

KRISTY: You're not even a scientist!  You work in a poo lab!

GWYN: It's not just excrement!  It's urine and blood as well and I'll have you know I have a degree/

KRISTY: /Yeah, in bullshit.  You think you're this big fancy scientist just because you work in a lab 
but in reality you spend your day sifting through poop, which suits you, you massive crap hat.

GWYN: What the hell is a crap hat?  That's not even a real insult, it's just yet another thing you've 
made up!

The zombie moaning becomes considerably louder.

TASHA: (Concerned about the noise) Uh, guys?

KRISTY: What's that supposed to mean?

GWYN: Why don't you work it out for yourself, genius?

KRISTY: Oh, don't be so contemptuous!

GWYN: (Clapping) Wow, big words for a small brain, what did you do?  Memorise a dictionary 
like you do lines?  Because that's all you're going to get out of your (using his fingers to form air 
quotes) degree.

KRISTY: You don't know the first thing about my degree you ignorant ass hole!

TASHA: Guys...

GWYN: I know that your university must have incredibly low standards, and the course must be for 
pure simpletons since they've allowed you on it!

KRISTY: How dare you?  Drama is a very complex and artful subject!  You couldn't do it!

GWYN: You're right, I probably couldn't, since the requirements seem to consist of smoking your 
own body weight in illegal marijuana every day and spouting nothing but rubbish!

KRISTY: It's for my anxiety!
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GWYN: Uh-huh, right yeah.  And I suppose dealing it to all of Tasha's neighbours has some sort of 
justification as well?

KRISTY: Yeah, this is a nice building and most of Tasha's neighbours are... were, old and arthritic. 
Marijuana is a perfectly harmless and natural painkiller!  It's a good job that the world ended on my 
delivery day to this building or I wouldn't have had enough to medicate myself all this time.

GWYN: You talk like you've been doing the world a service with all your drug dealing and 
pretending to be a tree in uni.

KRISTY:  I've provided more of a service to people than you, a man who spent four years studying 
and ended up in a dead-end job poking through crap.  You're so jealous of me!

GWYN: Jealous?  Oh that's such bullshit!

KRISTY: There you go again with the shit!  You're obsessed with it!

GWYN: And I'll have you know that I'm up for a promotion!

KRISTY: Good for you!  (Mimicking his voice) I'm Gwyn and even though the world has ended I'm 
so important that I'll still get my promotion!

GWYN: (Mimicking KRISTY) Oh I'm Kristy and I like popcorn and I'm going to be famous 
one time! (Wanted to show Gwyn 'lowering himself' to Kristy's level, his own childishness 
needed to come across)

TASHA: Guys, seriously....I think the shouting has drawn attention....

GWYN: (Looking at the popcorn he has picked up) Popcorn, right!  Here's a point, Kristy, if the 
world has ended, do you really think you should just be gobbling food at the rate you have?

KRISTY: Excuse me?

GWYN: Don't think I haven't noticed it.  You're always sneaking food.  There's hardly anything in 
the kitchen and yet you always seem to have a snack.

KRISTY: That's ridiculous!  When was the last time you saw me eat anything that wasn't rationed?

GWYN: I'd like to know where you had that popcorn stashed actually.

KRISTY: What popcorn?

GWYN: The popcorn I accidentally tipped!  How fried is your short-term memory?

KRISTY: Oh yeah!  Thanks for that!  Hardly any food left and you just waste the little we do have!

GWYN: Don't you dare turn this around on me you deceitful little cow.

KRISTY: Well you're having a go at me for eating the food and you may as well be feeding it to 
the  zombies!
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GWYN: They're not zombies!

KRISTY: They bloody well are!

GWYN: Where did you have that popcorn stashed?  Our food rations aren't much, do you have 
more hidden that you're just not telling us about?

TASHA: (Angrily) Let's not do this guys!

KRISTY: How dare you accuse me of hiding food? 

GWYN: It makes sense if you are, thanks to all your drug smoking you always have the munchies!

KRISTY: These accusations aren't good for my nerves Gwyn, I'm starting to come over a little faint.

GWYN: And that's another thing that's been bothering me all month!  Your fake ailments!

KRISTY: Fake?

GWYN: Yeah, fake.  Claiming to have pneumonia when you don't even know what it is, claiming to 
have high blood pressure, then low blood pressure, then IBS, again not even knowing what it is, I'm 
getting really tired of it!  The only thing wrong with you is that you have a hamster in a rusty wheel 
where your brain should be!

GEZ enters from the bathroom in a dressing gown and with a towel wrapped around his head.
(Originally, Gez was supposed to be attractive and of a muscular physique, with Gwyn slightly 
overweight. We cast Scott, a man of average build as Gez, and Ash, a man of slender build for 

Gwyn. The dynamic between the two is now so much funnier and changes the way the 
characters seem to feel about themselves. The addition of Gez's hair towel was to add another 

layer to his personality, a 'metrosexual' element.

GEZ: What's going on out here?

GWYN: She/

GEZ: /Do you think that's a respectful way to talk to a woman, mate?

GWYN opens his mouth to speak but quickly closes it and shakes his head.

GEZ: I know you're stuck in my pad with us, but I'm the man of this house and I'm not having you 
talking to the girls like that.

TASHA: He didn't talk to me like/

GEZ: /Don't interrupt me.
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TASHA: Sorry.

GEZ: (Looking over the balcony as he hangs his hair towel from it) Someone want to tell me why 
there are suddenly so many of them right under our balcony?

KRISTY: It's Gwyn's fault.  He threw my bowl of popcorn and then started shouting at me.

GWYN: (Opens his mouth in shock) No... but...

GEZ: Well done mate, now they're never going to move away 'cause they know we're up here.  The 
last time you picked a fight with Kristy out here and drew attention to us they didn't move for nearly 
a week.

GWYN: What?  Last time this happened it was Kristy's fault because she was out here singing 
Thriller at them through a megaphone and I was trying to stop her!

KRISTY: I was trying to heal them with drama therapy!

GWYN: Shut up, you idiot!

GEZ: That's the second time I've heard you insult her now.  It's not on.  An apology's in order, mate.

GWYN glares at KRISTY, visibly furious.

GWYN: (Through gritted teeth) I'm not apologising to her.

GEZ: I wasn't asking.  You're still on thin ice for disturbing my sleep for the tenth night in a row.

GWYN: I can't help snoring.

GEZ: Back-chatting me now are you?

GWYN: No, sorry.

GEZ: You kept me up all night snoring like the fat bastard you are, then you draw the zombies 
attention to us and upset the girls.  And now you're disrespecting me.  Don't forget whose flat you're 
in mate.  And what's this I just heard about you taking extra food?

GWYN: That's Kristy, not me.

KRISTY: I haven't!

GEZ: Yeah right, she's got the body Tasha used to have before we got married. You look like you've 
been getting more than your share though, Tubster.

GWYN: It's glandular and I've lost almost a stone actually.

GEZ: Whatever, I have my eye on you sunshine.  Now I suggest you apologise to the girls before I 
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lose my patience.  You don't want to see me when I lose my patience, does he Tash?

TASHA shakes her head, keeping her eyes to the ground.

GWYN: (Through gritted teeth) Sorry.

GEZ: Good lad.  Shake?

GWYN looks confused for a moment, then shakes himself on the spot. 
(Ash, the actor, said he had an idea so we told him to just surprise us with it – this was it and 
it was hilarious to watch. Also seemed to add an element of how controlled Gwyn is by Gez.)

GEZ: No, you dick! Hand shake!

GEZ extends his hand and GWYN nervously accepts it, then GEZ grabs him in a headlock 
laughing. The girls roll their eyes at each other.

GEZ: Sucker!  Can't believe you fell for that one again, mate!

KRISTY: Oh, the violence!  I can't take the violence!

KRISTY throws herself to the floor, as if collapsing.  TASHA drops to her knees beside her.

TASHA: Kristy!  Are you okay?

GWYN: (Rolling his eyes) Oh look, Kristy has fainted again apparently.

KRISTY: So weak.. my anxiety...

TASHA: Don't worry, Kristy, we'll have you feeling better in no time.

KRISTY: My nerves!

GEZ: She need some water or something?

TASHA: It's okay, she just needs some air.

The girls go to the balcony and GEZ resumes his headlock on GWYN.

GEZ: Submit! Submit! (Finally releasing GWYN) Ha. Mixed martial arts. It would be helpful 
if you didn't wind the girls up.  Women are such a pain when they're hysterical.

GWYN: Seriously Gez, Kristy's just melodramatic.  It wasn't my fault.
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GEZ: Ooh, melodramatic!

GWYN: Yeah, you know, she's over the top.

GEZ: (Angrily) I know what it means.  Think I'm stupid, do you?

GWYN: No... I'm sorry I just thought I should explain...

GEZ: You have this habit of spelling things out as if I can't follow what you're saying, especially 
when you're talking about all your boring, namby pamby science shit (kicking GWYN's plastic 
bag) with my missus.  I didn't notice it before I got stuck having to have you here all month, but it's 
wearing pretty thin with me now.

GWYN: (Staring at his bag, concerned but not moving) I apologise profusely, I haven't meant to 
cause you any offence.  When Tasha and I converse about our work it can be confusing for people, 
non-medical people like yourself, is all.

GEZ: See, now that sounds a lot like you think you're better than me.

GWYN: No, you misunderstand...(runs to reposition his bag)

GEZ: Do I?  I might not be a biochemical whatever like my wife, but I'm not stupid, Tubs.  I know 
an insult when I hear one.

GWYN: She's a biomedical scientist.

GEZ: Huh?

GWYN: Tasha, she's a biomedical scientist, not biochemical. Just saying, because the two are so 
similar, don't want her going on at you if you say the wrong one, you know what women can be 
like!

GEZ: (Looking from KRISTY to GWYN) You really have a habit of pissing people off.  At least 
you get on with my missus though.  Getting along pretty well, I'd say.  If I didn't know any better I'd 
say a bit too well.

GWYN: Don't worry, we're just friends.

GEZ: 'Don't worry'?  What do you think I'd be worried about, mate?  I know what you're up to, 
don't think I haven't noticed that you just happen to be wherever she is.  You're like her shadow, it's 
a joke, mate.  She doesn't want you (laughing) I mean look at the state of you!

GWYN: I wasn't...

GEZ: It's a joke if you think she'd go for you over me.  Look at me, star of the football team.

GWYN: Ten years ago in school, yeah.

GEZ: (Flexing his biceps) Look at that mate, that's what a real man looks like.  Go on, let me see 
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what you've got.  Unless you think you're not man enough.

GWYN: Come on, don't make me do that.

GEZ: So you don't think you're man enough?  So you're not a man then?

GWYN: That's a little immatu....

GEZ: Nothing but a big girls blouse!  Let me see your guns!

GWYN: I beg your pardon?

GEZ: Wap out what you're packing.

GWYN: Packing?  What, are we in the ghetto or something?  I can assure you I'm not 'packing' 
anything and I certainly don't carry any sort of firearm!

GEZ: You got that right, look how flimsy those twigs are!  Come on, get them out, let me compare 
my machine guns to those puny little pea shooters!

GWYN: What are you talking about?  You're not licensed to carry artillery like that, surely?

GEZ: (Sighing) Your biceps mate.  Guns are biceps.

GWYN: Guns... why would you call them guns?

GEZ: Oh never mind, just get them out right now!  Or I'll make you arm wrestle me again in front 
of the girls!

GWYN awkwardly rolls up his sleeve and flexes his biceps.  GEZ points and laughs.

GEZ: What's that meant to be?  My missus has bigger biceps than that! Nah, I'm not worried mate. 
She'd never do that, she won't even look at another guy without my say so.  Real men know how to 
keep their women in line.  Check this out.  (Shouting loudly and waving at TASHA) Babe!

TASHA rushes to GEZ. 

GEZ: I'm hungry.

TASHA: Sorry, I didn't realise the time!

She rushes to the kitchen.  GEZ winks at GWYN.

GEZ: I'll be having your dinner ration, since you look like you've had enough.  Don't mind, do you?
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Fading Black Out.  
The zombie moans gets louder.

End of Scene 1.

(Where we used to have 'radio static', we have mostly replaced with 'zombie moans', as the 
ending is due to change and the radio is no longer as important. Additionally, the zombies 

need to pose a threat, although we do not see them so this emphasises their presence)

Scene 2

Lights up as zombie moans decrease to previous low volume.  The lighting reflects that it is later  
that day, evening time.  TASHA, KRISTY and GEZ are sat on the sofa, with GEZ in the middle.  

GWYN is sat on the arm of the sofa.  TASHA is holding the remote and pointing it at the  
television set.

TASHA: Ooh!  The Shining, I forgot I had this saved in the planner!  What a classic, everyone cool 
with this?

KRISTY: (To TASHA) Give me the bat, Wendy!

TASHA: I'm not gonna hurt you!  I'm just gonna bash your brains in!

GEZ: What the hell... ?

GWYN: They're doing that really annoying film quoting thing again, I think.

GEZ: Tash, we're not watching this, give me the remote.

He snatches it from her hands.

TASHA: I thought you liked The Shining?

GEZ: No, I fell asleep remember.

TASHA: No, you didn't.  You got under the covers because you were scared on that bit with the 
twins...

GEZ: I never!

TASHA: Don't you remember, the lift full of blood?  We had to sleep with the lights on.
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GEZ: Bollocks!  I don't get scared!

KRISTY: Fear is nothing to be ashamed of, Gez.  Gwyn's scared of horror films, too.

GWYN: Am not.  I would just rather watch something else.

GEZ: Yeah same, horror is shit ain't it, Tubs?

GWYN: Yeah, so fucking shit!

GEZ: See, he agrees with me.  Now let's see what else is on.

GEZ proceeds to flick through television channels, the faint sound of the channels skipping can be  
heard.

KRISTY: Woah, woah!  You just skipped past Romeo and Juliet!

GEZ: Yeah I know, I'm putting Jurassic Park on.

KRISTY: Oh come on, you've seen that loads and me and Tasha don't like it.

GEZ: Ask me if I care.

TASHA: Oh come on babe, please put Romeo and Juliet on.  You said you liked it before.

GEZ: Bollocks again!  I would never watch such shit.

KRISTY: You're just being uncultured!

GWYN: Nah, he's right Kristy, it's total bollocks! (The addition of Gwyn swearing in this scene 
was added to show that he's now trying to ally himself with Gez, to make his own life easier. 
The others react each time he swears as it sounds unnatural and forced coming from him)

KRISTY: It's Shakespeare!  It's a beautiful tale of star-crossed lovers and it all ends in tragedy and 
Leonardo Da Vinci is really hot in it!

GWYN: DiCaprio.  Just because it's Shakespeare it doesn't mean it's good.  It's essentially the story 
of a young man who tries to get in Juliet’s knickers but she says no unless he marries her, so he 
marries her.  That's not love, that's lust, and not particularly well written lust in my opinion.

KRISTY: Oh right and I suppose that Jurassic Park is just so much better?

GEZ: Damn straight!

GWYN: Well yeah, it features realistic characters and cool prehistoric beasts.  What's not to like?

KRISTY: There aren't any prehistoric things in it!
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GWYN: Dinosaurs, Kristy.

KRISTY: They can't be prehistoric because they're not even real!

GWYN: You what?

KRISTY: They're made up, like dragons.

GWYN: There's a lot of evidence to the contrary Kristy, bones, fossils...

KRISTY: I think those are fake.

GWYN: What do you mean?

KRISTY: I reckon God just put them there for a laugh, to throw us off.

GEZ: It's a good thing you're hot, Kristy.

GWYN: Right so you think that the same God who sends people to hell for not believing in him 
would plant bones and fossils to throw them off the holy path?

KRISTY: Yeah, I think God's funny like that.

GEZ: Whatever, I'm keeping Jurassic Park on, it's awesome and we're not watching any gay 
Shakespeare shit.

TASHA: Nice, Gez.

GEZ: What's up your fat arse now?

TASHA: Again, nice.  We watch Romeo and Juliet every year on our anniversary.  Why are you 
pretending you don't like it?

GEZ: Because I don't, it's shit.

TASHA: Then why do we put it on every year, if not to remind us of how in love we were when we 
first got together?

GEZ: Because it costs a lot less and wastes less time than having to take you out for a meal or 
something.

TASHA opens her mouth to speak, then closes it looking very upset.  She rises from the sofa and 
proceeds towards the kitchen.

KRISTY: You okay?

TASHA: Just getting a drink.
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KRISTY: (To GEZ) Well? Aren't you going to see if she's okay?  She looked quite upset.

GEZ: She'll be fine, probably her time of the month or something, I just ignore her when she's being 
stroppy.

KRISTY: There's a difference between stroppy and hurt.

GWYN: (Sliding into TASHA's spot on the sofa and assuming the same sitting position as GEZ) 
Let's not interfere Kristy, it's not really our business.

KRISTY: I didn't ask you!

GWYN: All right, don't get agitated just because you're out-voted about the film.

KRISTY: I just don't see why we can't watch something we all like!  Ooh!  Like that!  (Pointing at  
the television) See, Zombie Land!  Put that on!

GEZ: You have to be kidding.

KRISTY: We should watch it for survival tips now that we're in a real life zombie apocalypse!

GWYN: (Groaning) They're not zombies!

KRISTY: It's got loads of tips, like the double-tap!

GEZ: I'm not...

Suddenly the television goes off and the lights dim as if the power has cut out.
Everyone screams, jumping up from the sofa. GEZ runs to the balcony, GWYN grabs his plastic  
bag and clutches it to his chest and KRISTY grabs the table next to the sofa and holds it up like  

a shield.

GEZ: You have to be kidding me!

GWYN: Oh gosh, did the power just go off?

GEZ: Shit!

KRISTY: Oh my god, here they come!

GWYN: Who?

KRISTY: The four horsemen!

GWYN: (Rolling his eyes) Doesn't believe in dinosaurs but thinks four horsemen from a silly book 
are on their way!

TASHA re-enters from the kitchen, panicked.
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TASHA: Gez!

GEZ: Don't worry babe, I'm here!

TASHA: I hate the dark, we can't be in the dark, not with them outside!

KRISTY: I haven't been able to sleep without a lamp on since I saw that ghost in my room!

GEZ: Okay girls, get a hold of yourselves, nothing will happen while I'm here!

They all gather behind sofa, hyperventilating.

TASHA: Please tell me it was just the kitchen light and that all the power isn't off!

GEZ: Nah, it's dead!

TASHA: Oh god, that's not good!

KRISTY: Don't worry, its still dusk outside!

TASHA: Kristy, the electricity has just cut out, don't you realise what that means?

KRISTY's eyes widen for a moment, as if some terrible realisation has just hit her.

KRISTY: Oh no, it means we can't watch anything at all now can we?

GWYN: It means we have no power!  Whoever out there controlling the mains supply is gone!

TASHA: Oh no... no....

GEZ: Calm down, love!

GWYN: This is bad.  It means that the virus is out of control... it means... it means...

TASHA: Oh no... no... no....

KRISTY: Does this mean the toaster won't work now?

GWYN: Britain is shutting down!

GEZ: Shut up Gwyn, Britain is not shutting down! 

KRISTY: Oh my God, Britain can't shut down! Are we all going to die?

GEZ: Calm down Kristy I won't let anything happen to you!
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GWYN: But we're doomed to spend the rest of our days in the dark!

TASHA: Oh Christ I can't handle this! I can't handle the thought of spending the rest of our days in 
the dark!

GEZ: Don't freak out it will be okay!

TASHA: I hate the dark, ever since I got stuck in that lift as a kid I just can't handle it!

GEZ: Okay just breathe! Put your head between your legs and breathe!

They all do what GEZ says.

GWYN: Is she okay?

GEZ: She'll be fine in a minute.

GWYN: What can I do to help?

GEZ: You could try not getting hysterical for a start! You've set off a panic attack here you idiot!

KRISTY: Oh no! I think I'm going to have a panic attack too!

GWYN: Of course.

KRISTY: I'm serious Gwyn, I'm really scared here!

GWYN: Yeah, you should be, with those horsemen on the way the massacre will start any second!
KRISTY faints, her head landing on GWYN's perfectly neat plastic bag.

GEZ: Gwyn, what the hell?

GWYN: Oh Kristy, (yanking his bag from under her head) are you okay?

GEZ: Tasha, are you feeling better? Good, I'm just going to look after Kristy! Okay Kristy, I want 
you put your head between your legs and breathe!

He helps her into the position, which looks suggestive as he has ducked her head down to his  
waist level behind the sofa.

GWYN: What can I..?

GEZ: Shut up Gwyn! Kristy, breathe babe! Way to make a situation worse man, cheers!

TASHA: Yeah Gwyn, why would you say that to her?

GWYN: I didn't mean...

TASHA: You know how anxious she gets!
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GWYN: Can I help?

GEZ: I think you've done enough mate.

TASHA: (Sarcastically) Well good thing you were here Gez, thanks a lot.

GEZ: No problem! Kristy are you feeling better?

KRISTY: Yeah, I'm scared though.

GEZ: Well of course you are, but I'm here and nothing will happen to you, okay?

KRISTY: Okay.

GEZ: Right, I think it's time we had some fun! We're going to play a game of charades to take our 
minds off it!

GWYN: I don't think now is the right time for games, Gez.

GEZ yanks GWYN out of the girls earshot.

GEZ: Now is the perfect time for fun and games, mate.  Thanks to you panicking and falling apart 
on me, the girls are about to lose it!  The last thing I need is you freaking out, do you realise you 
could have caused an actual medical situation there? We need to calm the girls down! If the power's 
gone it's gone, no point in going crazy over it. A game will relax everyone.

GWYN: Yeah, okay you're right.

GEZ claps his hands together, turning back towards the girls.

GEZ: Right, we're playing charades.  Kristy, since you're the drama student, do you want to go first?

KRISTY enthusiastically jumps to her feet and begins to mime.  The zombie moans rises in volume 
as the lights fade to a black out.

Several moments of loud zombie noise pass in darkness.

(The main difference in this scene is that originally, Gez was quite calm. Instead, he is now 
panicking, even more so than the girls, and Gwyn is completely hysterical. Needed to show 

that the boys are actually more alike than they think they are, and that they are in fact, both 
quite cowardly)

End of Scene 2
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Scene 3

Lights up, indicating moonlight washing the apartment.  The zombie noise returns to previous  
volume and zombie moans can be heard quietly in the background.

GEZ is wearing an eye mask and sighing and tossing and turning in his sleeping bag on the sofa.  
GWYN snores loudly underneath his towel on the floor.  TASHA and KRISTY are off-stage.

GEZ: (Sitting up and sighing heavily)  That's it.  Gwyn.

GWYN continues to snore.

GEZ: Gwyn.  Oh, Tubster!

GWYN's snoring ceases momentarily and GEZ relaxes and lies down.  A moment later GWYN 
begins to snore again even louder than before.

GEZ: (Throwing his pillow at GWYN) Gwyn!

GWYN: (Startled and scared) Huh?  What happened?

GEZ: You're snoring again, I can't sleep.

GWYN: Oh.  I can only apologise, I told you before I have a deviated septum.

GEZ: This is every night.  I can't handle it any more.  Isn't there any way to shut you up?

GWYN: (Putting the pillow under his head) Well as I've previously stated, a pillow would help.
GEZ angrily climbs out of his sleeping bad and crosses the room to GWYN, snatches up his pillow 

and returns to the sofa.

GEZ: (Mimicking GWYN with obvious mockery) Well as I've previously stated, I like my pillows, 
this is my flat and I'm not going to be uncomfortable for your dislocated scrotum.

GWYN: Deviated, desiccated means/

GEZ: /Whatever!  (Crossing the room to the balcony and pointing outside. Zombie noises become 
louder) This isn't going to work out mate.  I need my sleep.  You're gonna have to sleep on the 
balcony.

GWYN: The balcony?  Can't I just sleep in the kitchen or bathroom or something?  It's freezing 
outside and I only have this towel to keep warm!
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GEZ: No, both those rooms have an echo and I don't want to hear you at all.  If I have to listen to 
you snoring for one more night I'm gonna lose it.  It's better for both of us that you sleep on the 
balcony from now on.

GWYN: Come on, mate/

GEZ: Don't you 'mate' me.

GWYN: Please, be reasonable.

GEZ: I think I am.  I'm letting you stay in my home, and you are keeping me awake.  This is a 
compromise.

GWYN: Can't you just swap with Kristy and sleep in the bedroom?

GEZ: What kind of man would I be if I didn't let the girls have the bed and made one of them sleep 
out here?  How do you think that would make me look? 

GWYN: Look, if you want me to beg I will.  I know you hate me, but please don't make me sleep 
out there with all of them shuffling around underneath.

GEZ: (Sighing) I don't hate you, you just really piss me off.

GWYN: Sorry.

GEZ: You hate me though, isn't that right?

GWYN: (After a brief pause) Why would I hate you?

GEZ: (Settling down and putting his eye mask back on) Because I have something you want and 
you think you're better than me and deserve her more.

There is a long, drawn out pause.
GEZ: I'm not worried about you taking her from me, (laughing) she would never go behind my 
back, especially with someone who looks like you.  What pisses me off is that I know you probably 
do deserve her.  Don't get me wrong, I don't like you man.  But you're harmless.  And when it comes 
to all that boring science shit, you just might have the edge on me because it's just not my thing. 
That's the only edge you have on me though, and don't forget it.

GWYN: We just get on well because of our jobs and/

As GEZ speaks, GWYN approaches him, ringing his towel in his hands as though he is about to  
strangle him with it.

GEZ: /Save it, Gwyn.  Every time I get into a situation with you the girls look at me like I'm a right 
bastard.  But at the end of the day, they don't understand why I am the way I am with you.  They 
don't see what I see.

GWYN: (Hesitantly) What do you see, exactly?
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GEZ: (Propping himself up on his elbows and removing the eye mask again, momentarily 
surprised by GWYN's proximity to him) You act innocent, but you're a snaking, sneaky little 
bastard who has been trying to crack on to my wife for as long as I've known you.  I'm sick of being 
looked at like I'm out of order for giving you a hard time.  If it wasn't for me letting you stay here, 
you'd be shuffling around half-dead like the rest of those freaks out there.  And despite that, despite 
me sharing my food and home with you, you're still trying to worm your way in to her pants.

GWYN: I respect her, that's all/

GEZ: /Save it, mate.  I don't know who you're trying to fool, its just us guys, and as a guy I know 
exactly what you're doing with your little 'I understand you' act.  Don't think I haven't pulled that 
one when I've been punching above my weight myself, how do you think I got her to go out with 
me in the first place?

GWYN: Punching above your weight?  I've heard you insult her weight a dozen times!

GEZ: She's mint.  Not many girls are that good to look at and can cook and clean, and have brains.

GWYN: Why do you keep calling her fat then?

GEZ: Oh don't be a dick, mate.  If she knows she's a catch she'll have too much confidence and then 
one day I might come home to an empty flat.  I just hurt her feelings a little bit, and then when I see 
it's getting to her, I'll throw her a compliment or something to pep her up. 

GWYN: So, you intentionally batter her self-esteem and then when she's approaching breaking 
point you build her back up so she appreciates the attention yet doesn't feel worthy of it?

GEZ: Pretty much.  Don't look at me like that, we both know that's the only way to keep a girl like 
Tasha.

GWYN: Wow.  I would never have suspected you...

GWYN trails off.  GEZ waits for a moment and then sighs.

GEZ: Suspected what?

GWYN: Never mind.

GEZ: Grow some balls and spit it out, Gwyn.

GWYN: Okay.  I just never thought you capable of such complex feelings, and low self-esteem.

GEZ: (Scoffing) There's nothing wrong with my self-esteem.  Knowing Tasha could do better is just 
a fact.  And it's one you should probably get your head round too, before I knock it off your 
shoulders.  You think I'm a dick but I've held back for long enough watching you trying to get off 
with Tasha under my nose.  That stops now.  You can think about that when you're sleeping outside.
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GWYN: Gez, please, I swear I'll give you anything you want if you just let me sleep in here!

GEZ: (Snatching GWYN's towel and flinging it onto the balcony) You don't have anything I want.

GWYN: You can have half of my rations!

GEZ: I'll have the missus yapping in my ear if I take your food, hassle I don't need.

GWYN: She doesn't have to know, I swear I won't tell her.  I'll tell her you offered me yours in fact, 
I'll tell her how good it is of you to look after us all.  I'll say anything you want, I won't talk to her 
ever again if that's what it takes, just please, I'm begging you.

Beat.

GEZ: I think it's a lesson you need to learn.  While you're out there you can think about what I've 
said.

GWYN: Please..

GEZ: You're getting on my nerves now.  My house, my rules.  You sleep on the balcony or you find 
somewhere else outside of this flat entirely.

GWYN reluctantly gathers up his towel and slowly approaches the balcony.  He shivers as he  
slides open the door and steps outside.  The moans of the zombies get considerably louder.  GEZ 

sits up and looks at GWYN, who continues to shiver as he lays down his towel.

GEZ: Oh look, Gwyn mate.

GWYN: (Hopefully) Yes?

GEZ: Shut the door would you?

GEZ settles comfortably.  A few moments pass as GWYN starts to lay down his bedding, he cries 
loudly and GEZ sighs heavily.

GEZ: I must feel sorry for you or something.  Get back inside, but if you wake me up again there 
won't be any more chances.

GWYN quickly scoops up his towel and runs back inside.

  They return to their original sleeping positions.  
The sound of the zombie moans rises for several moments. 

 Lights up.

Scene 4
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KRISTY is on the balcony doing yoga. TASHA enters and places a cup of tea next to each of the  
boys, nudging them to wake up, then exits to the bedroom. GWYN gets up sleepily and crosses to  

the kitchen.

GWYN: (Loudly, off-stage) I don't believe it!  (Shouting) Kristy!

GWYN storms out of the kitchen and charges towards KRISTY, who continues her yoga. 

KRISTY: S'up dude?

GWYN: This is just inexcusable!  We only have two cans rationed each a day, and I wake up to find 
mine gone!

KRISTY: Why are you yelling at me?

GWYN: You ate my can of beans and sausage didn't you!

KRISTY: What makes you think I did it?

GWYN: Oh, let me see.  For one, you've done this several times before, and secondly, there's sauce 
on your face!

KRISTY: That's make-up.

GWYN: Orange, saucy make – up splodged on your chin?

KRISTY: If I want to be creative with my style I'm well within my right!

GWYN: You're a creative liar, that's for sure!  Just admit you ate my ration!

KRISTY: Of course not.  I would never eat beans and sausage, it's against my principles!

GWYN: What principles?

KRISTY: (Hesitating, wiping the sauce off her chin) I'm a vegetarian.

GWYN: Rubbish!  In the month we've been here I've seen you eating all sorts!  Sausage rolls, ham 
sandwiches, beef ravioli/

GEZ: (Stretching and standing) /Keep it down, Gwyn.  Tash? There's no sugar in my tea!

GEZ exits to the kitchen.
  

GWYN: You're not a vegetarian, just admit you ate my ration and apologise for once.
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KRISTY: Don't tell me what I am!  My vegetarian beliefs aren't going to go out of the window just 
because there are zombies everywhere, thank you very much!

KRISTY leaves the balcony and proceeds towards GWYN's towel, rolling it out on the floor and 
assuming a yoga position on it.

GWYN: They're not zombies and you're not even a vegetarian!

KRISTY: Gwyn, all this shouting is bad for my nerves.  Now excuse me while I do my yoga.

GWYN: What do you think you're doing now?

KRISTY: Yoga.  Peace be with you.

GWYN: No, I mean what are you doing with my towel?

KRISTY: It's not your towel, it's my yoga mat.

GWYN: Oh no you don't, you're not taking my towel as well.  That's my towel.

KRISTY: You need to learn to relax, (holding out her joint) smoke?

GWYN: No thanks, I'm not a druggie.  Get your feet off my towel.

KRISTY: It's not a drug, it's a plant I use for my anxiety.

GWYN: Get your dirty, little, hobbit feet off my towel.

KRISTY: (Grabbing the corner of the towel and attempting to drag it away with KRISTY still 
stood on it) Dirty feet?

GWYN: Yeah, get your stinking, nasty feet off my towel right now.

KRISTY: Who are you calling stinking?  (Stepping off the towel and letting GWYN fall 
backwards) You've been wearing the same clothes for over a month!

GWYN: Only because that twat in there won't let me borrow any of his clothes!

GEZ charges out of the kitchen and punches GWYN in the face. TASHA enters swiftly, angry.
(We decided that it had to be a punch at this point, as there was no way Gez would let him get 

away with insulting him this way. Needed to create a more villainous side to him as well, so 
that he deserves his fate more.)

GEZ: A twat am I, mate?

TASHA: Gez you said you wouldn't hit him!

KRISTY jumps out of the way, grabbing up the towel and exiting to the bathroom. The sound of  
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running water is heard.  

GEZ:  A twat am I?  I should have left you out on the balcony last night!  This is the respect I get 
for cutting you some slack, is it?

TASHA: You were going to make him sleep on the balcony?

GEZ: Stay out of this, Tash.  

TASHA: No!

GEZ stares at her in disbelief.

GEZ: No?

TASHA: No!  We're all tired and scared and hungry, but you can't keep treating us this way.

GEZ: Us?  So it's you lot and then me, so I haven't shared my food and home with your friends, 
haven't slept on the sofa all month so Kristy can sleep comfortably?  Haven't put up with this ass 
hole putting moves on you all month?  So, I'm not a part of this group am I?

TASHA: I'm sorry, that's not what I meant.  Of course we're all in this together. We're all just a bit 
tense/

GEZ: /Do you know what?  When I want your input I'll ask for it, shut your mouth.  And don't even 
think of back-chatting me like that again.

GWYN: There's no need to talk to her like that/

GEZ: (Starting towards him) Don't tell me how to talk to my own wife!  I'll talk to her however I 
want, what are you doing to do about it?

TASHA: (Stepping in front of GWYN and slapping him) (There have been ever so slight 
changes to Tasha as we've gone along, we needed to show the audience that she's not a 
complete pushover or the ending as far as she's concerned is too unbelievable) No, don't!

KRISTY re-enters, storming towards GWYN.
KRISTY: There!

She throws the balled up, soaking wet towel at GWYN.

KRISTY: Now it's clean after I put my dirty, stinking feet on it!  Happy now?

GWYN: (Screaming shrilly) My towel!
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